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impurity molecules: Application to naphthalene dimers8
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We present a theoretical study for the relaxation modes of multilevel impurities embedded in a low 
temperature matrix. The equations of motion for the relevant macrovariables are derived, and the limits of 
validity carefully delineated. The theory is applied to triplet excitations of naphthalenedimers; the results 
provide the relations between the microscopic coupling and relaxation mechanisms and the observed 
spectroscopic data (phosphorescence, EPR, population relaxation, and energy transfer). Comparison is made 
with relaxation models developed previously, and the limitations of those are discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, the phenomenon of exci tation trans
fer between molecules in condensed phases has been 
subject to numerous experimental and theoretical in
vestigations. Among these, the study of electronically 
excited molecular dimers embedded in a host crystal 
has been of considerable utility. I In particular, low 
temperature experiments on such systems contain a 
variety of information about the operative dynamical 
processes, and its appropriate interpretation provides 
useful conclusions about the interaction and relaxation 
properties of excitonic systems. 

In 1967, Schwoerer and Wolf observed EPR transi
tions in isotopically mixed naphthalene crystals; these 
transitions were due to the excited triplet state of trans
lationally inequivalent ha molecules (nearest neighbor). 2 

Later, Hutchison and King observed the hyperfine struc
ture of the EPR lines and the electron-nuclear double 
resonance (ENDOR) of the protons in the naphthalene 
dimer. 3 Hochstrasser and Zewail measured the OD:MR 
spectrum of a 1, 4-dibromonaphthalene dimer4 and 
Zewail and Harris measured the ODMR spectra of 1,2, 
4, 5 tetrachlorobenzene (h 2) dimers in the perdeuterated 
host crystal. 5 In the latter two systems, the molecules 
are translationally equivalent. Finally, Botter et al. 
have measured the EPR dephasing time of naphthalene-
hs dimers at liquid helium temperatures, by making use 
of spin-echo techniques. They have looked at both trans
lationally inequivalent6 and translationally equivalent 1 

dimers, analyzing their findings in terms of a relaxa
tion model by van't Hof and Schmidt. s 

According to this model the EPR line broadening ori
ginates with thermally activated scattering between the 
lower and the upper triplet levels. Hence, the experi
ment indicates that the rate of scattering from the upper 
to the lower level, r, is much smaller than the split
ting between the levels, 2J. Accordingly, Botter et a1. 
concluded that the energy transfer between the neighbor
ing sites takes place via coherent tunneling rather than 
via diffusive hopping. (Alternatively, one can say that 
the quantum oscillators related to tranSitions between 

a) Supported in part by the National Science Foundation Grant 
CHE 7807515. 

b) Supported by the Deutsche Forschungs-Gemeinschaft. 

the lower and the upper dimer orbital state show an 
oscillatory rather than an overdamped behavior.) In 
the low temperature limit, where thermally activated 
scattering is absent, the EPR dephasing can be due to 
hyperfine-field fluctuations; this has been demonstrated 
in a more recent experiment by van't Hof and Schmidt. 9 

For an appropriate interpretation of these experiments 
a general model is needed to cover the various limiting 
cases: high and low temperature, equivalent and inequi
valent molecules, fine and hyperfine interaction, re
spectively, dominating the EPR broadening. Models 
developed previously apply only in certain limits. For 
example, the Haken-Strobl modellO implies a high tem
perature approach, and its application to EPR spectra, 
as proposed by Reineker, 11 leaves hyperfine field fluctu
ations out of consideration. Zewail and HarriS inter
preted their experiments on TCB12 in terms of 
Kubo-Anderson exchange theory. 13 This is similar in 
spirit to the model by van't Hof and Schmidt, s which was 
mentioned previously. Recently, Rahman et a1. have 
presented a theory for the depolarization of fluorescence 
in molecular pairs. 14 

In the following we develop a general description for 
the various relaxation modes (phosphorescence, EPR, 
energy transfer) of triplet multilevel systems that covers 
simultaneously the variety of limiting situations. Criti
cal attention is paid to the validity of the underlying ap
proximations and to the relations between different 
spectral parameters. 

In Sec. II we introduce the Hamiltonian and derive the 
equation of motion for the relevant macrovariables of 
the system. In Sec. III we classify the various types of 
relaxation modes and interpret their damping constants 
in terms of microscopic relaxation mechanisms, on the 
assumption that the modes are dynamically decoupled. 
In Sec. IV we consider the coupled mode solutions for 
optical and EPR transitions, energy transfer, and popu
lation relaxation. Finally, in Sec. V we compare with 
experimental results and discuss previOUS theoretical 
models in light of our results. 

II. HAMILTONIAN, MICROSCOPIC EQUATIONS OF 
MOTION, AND COUPLED RATE EQUATIONS 

In the present section the Hamiltonian is introduced, 
the relevant microscopic equations of motion are de-
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rived and the coupled rate equations that describe the 
dynamics of the excitations are set down. 

The main issue of this paper is the dynamiCS of trip
let excitations of molecular dimers embedded in a host 
crystal. However, the formalism to be developed ap
plies equally well to other multilevel systems, for in
stance to monomers, radical pairs, impurity vibronic 
states, etc. For that reason, and also for the sake of 
lucidity, we will leave the system under consideration 
rather unspecified in the beginning, assuming only that: 

(i) The energetic coupling between the multilevel sys
tem and the reservoir (heat bath) is weak. 

(ii) The concentration of the impurity systems in the 
host is sufficiently small to treat them as statistically 
independent (this corresponds to a neglect of exciton 
migration, etc.). 

In Sec. II B the general expressions set down in Sec. 
IT A are specified to apply to triplet multilevel systems 
and Sec. IIC is devoted to a discussion of the Hamilto
nian and the specific interactions of molecular dimer 
triplet states. 

A. General form of Hamiltonian and relaxation equations 

We start the present theory with a Hamiltonian of the 
form 

(1) 

Here JeB and JeE" represent the energy operators of the 
two subsystems (heat bath and multilevel system, re
spectively) which are weakly coupled via OJe. Subse
quently,JeB and JeE" will be also referred to as host and 
guest subsystem. 

In the occupation number representation the guest 
Hamiltonian reads 

JCE ,,= L OABE:ANAB , 
A,B 

(2) 

where NAB = IA) (B I represents the quantum transition 
operator (occupation number operator if A = B) from the 
guest level B-A. The set IA) is assumed to be com
plete (i. e., L NAA = 1) and it is chosen to diagonalize the 
guest Hamiltonian: (A IJCE"IB)=oABE:A' Accordingly, 
E:A represents the energy of the guest level A. It is as
sumed furthermore that E:A represent dressed self
energies and this is explained in the following. 

In case of dimer excitations the set {A} refers to pair 
and not to site states. That is, the stationary coupling 
between the sites is incorporated in JCE" rather than 
ole. In case of vibronic levels, correspondingly, the 
stationary interaction between electronic and vibrational 
degrees of freedom of the molecule is included in JC 1h • 

The coupling operator oJC is of the form 

(3) 

where tf>AB is a quantum operator that depends only on 
bath degrees of freedom. The hermiticity ofJCyields 
the symmetry relations 

(4) 

We stated that EA represents (partially) dressed self
energies, which here means that the thermal averages 
of tf>AB vanish: 

(5) 

( •• ')B denotes the canonical average with respect to the 
host JeB • For a given temperature, such a representa
tion of Me is always possible. In fact, for (tf> AB) B * 0 
one could repartition Je according to the replacements 
0ABE A - 0 ABE:A + (tf>AB)B and tf>AB- tf>AB - < tf>AB)B' A sub
sequent canonical transformation that diagonalizes 
0ABE: A + (tf>AB)B then yields exactly the form of Eqs. (1)
(5). Hence the dressing of the self-energies corre
sponds in some sense to the minimization of the coupling 
operator ox. According to this procedure, EA and tf>AB 
depend weakly on temperature. In the following, how
ever, this will be neglected, assuming that the corre
sponding variances are sufficiently small in the tem
perature region of interest. 

The reservoir operator JeB (which is left unspecified) 
corresponds to all subsystems to which the multilevel 
system might be coupled (e. g., vibrations, phonons, 
excitons, photons, nuclear spins, etc.). Accordingly, 
6Je causes various phonon assisted dephasing and de
population processes, optical decays, spin diffusion, 
spin-lattice relaxation, etc. 

The microscopic equations of motion for the dynamic 
variables NKL of the guest system read 

N KL = (i/If)lH, NKL ] 

= iw KLNKL + i L (tf>AKNAL - tf>L,ANKA ). (6) 
A 

This is obtained by making use of the orthonormality 
relations 

(7) 

The terms w KL that appear on the right-hand side of 
Eq .. (6) are the transition frequencies between the guest 
levels 

(8) 

We turn to the macroscopic equations of motion for 
the (nonequilibrium) multilevel system ensemble aver
ages: 

(9) 

Here, p' (t) is the nonequilibrium density operator (US": 
Schr6dinger picture) and Tr = TrE"TrB indicates the com
plete trace. The expectation values N LK (t) are identical 
to the elements p~Ht) of the reduced density matrix 

pE"(t) = Tr B p' (f), (10) 

which can be represented as pE"(t)=LABP~~(f)NAB' 

From the beginning it was assumed that the energy 
exchange between host and guest system is slow and 
that the reservoir has a much larger heat capacity 
than the guest subsystem. Under such circumstances 
the host temperature can be approximated as constant. 
Consequently, the freely relaxing guest system can be 
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688 R. Wertheimer and R. Silbey: Relaxation of excited state impurity molecules 

described by means of a Langevin matrix equation. Ac
cordingly, NLK(t) is given in terms of equilibrium time 
correlation functions between the fluctuating forces ¢, 
Eq. (3), of the reservoir. When the corresponding fre
quency spectra are sufficiently smooth [in comparison 
to those of NLK(w)] memory effects can be neglected. 
This yields the Redfield coupled rate equations15 

NLK(t) + iWKL(t) + L RKLMN NNM(t) = 0 • 
MN 

The relaxation matrix R reads 

(11) 

(Ha) 

and the complex rate constants r(Aw) are given in 
terms of (Laplace-transformed) coupling correlation 
functions. 

4 

YABCD(Aw) = ~ i~~ dt eL~wt<¢~B(t)¢CD(O»B' (12b) 

d (A) - P f'~ dw YABCD(W) 
ABCD W - _~ -;- Aw _ w • (12c) 

The argument Aw represents the mismatch frequency 
of the specific relaxation mechanism in question, and 
P denotes the principal value. 

The averages NLK(t) can be considered as classical 
polarizations, which might be linearly coupled to ex
ternal driving fields FKL(t). An inhomogeneity, 
LMN NNM(t)FMN(t), has to be added to the right-hand side 
of Eq. (11) to describe such situations. 

B. Application to triplet multilevel systems 

In Sec. II B we have set down_ the general form of the 
Hamiltonian and the rate equations for the nonequilib
rium averages NLK(t) that characterize the macros tate 
of a (weakly coupled) multilevel impurity. Here, this 
will be applied specifically to triplet impurity systems 
li. e., vibronic or dimer orbital doublets). 

Figure 1 shows a schematic energy level diagram of 
the reference system. The level subgroups + and -
belong to different exciton orbital states, which are 
split into three spin-sublevels a =X, Y, and Z. 

In case of dimers the states I +, ex), I -, ex) repre
sent eigenstates of the coupled Hamiltonian: 

Here, JCA and JCB , respectively, are the dressed energy 
operators of the molecules A and B, and JAB is their 
stationary exchange interaction (a more detailed discus
sion on the stationary dimer Hamiltonian is given in 
Sec. IT C). In case of monomers the upper orbital trip
let corresponds to a nearby vibronic level (e. g., as in 
the pseudo Jahn-Teller effect). 

_ host exc~on bond 

-----= :=,~~ 
x 10 

-I-,X> 
_- dimer 
- -__ stotes 

-I+.Z> 
_ -1+,Y> 
--_-I+,X> 

v' eo -IO,v'> 

eV 
o 

eO o 

-IO,v> 

_10,0 > 

vibrations !lIbrotionsl 

9 round state 

FIG. 1. Schematic energy level diagram. The triplet manifold 
E •• E_ may represent dimer states or vibronic monomer states. 

For Simplicity, we shall assume that there are no 
further guest vibronic levels of relevance in the tem
perature region of interest. The interaction of the 
triplets + and - with the host exciton band will be in
cluded, however, at least in some cases. 

According to Fig. 1 the quantum number a of the 
guest state I a, ex) refers to electronic orbitals [a = 0: 
electronic ground state So; a = +, -: lowest energy (vi
bronic or dimer) triplet states To]. The second index 
ex denotes the spin state if a = ±, and the vibrational 
state of the monomer /dimer if a = O. Specific spin quan
tum numbers are denoted by X, Y, Z, and vibrational 
states by v, v', .... 

We give a brief comment on the energy separations. 
As a rough rule of thumb we assume that the (dimer) 
spin sublevels are split by - 0.1 cm-1. (- 3 GHz): this 
separation is about one order of magnitude smaller than 
the spacing between the orbital levels E_ - E. '" 1-3 cm-1• 
The guest levels depicted in Fig. 1 are assumed to be 
well trapped at low temperatures; i. e., EB - E_'" 10-20 
cm-1. Detrapping processes can be considered as in
Significant, therefore, at liquid He temperatures. Ex
perimental examples of such sys terns are naphthalene 
h - 8 dimers in naphthalene d - 8 host crystals1 or 
PBQ - h4 in a PBQ - d4 host (vibronic monomer doublet).16 

Proceeding from Eq. (11) the dynamics of the triplet 
manifold is approximately described in terms of the 
solutions of the eigenvalue problem defined there. The 
corresponding secular matrix reads 

(13) 

[In Eq. (13) it is the pairs of quantum numbers KL and 
MN that denote the matrix elements. In Eq. (14) an in
dividual matrix index is specified by the quantum num
ber quartet (~~).] The matrix L is subsequently refer
red to as stochastic evolution matrix (SEM). For the 
system under consideration it is convenient to specify 
spin (vibrational) quantum numbers and orbital quan
tum numbers separately: the index K, for instance, is 
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represented by k, K (orbital index k, spin index K) • 

Equation (13) becomes 

(14) 

Here R is defined in terms of the reservoir equilibrium 
spectral functions rABCD==: r::~6, Eq. (12a), which cor
relate coupling terms of the type cfJAB==: cfJ::, Eq. (3). 
The explicit form of the matrix R is given in Eq. (12). 
The transition frequencies wKL ==: w~~ represent the 
energy differences (E:~ -E:~)/h, according to Eq. (8). 

The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the SEM, which 
provide the characteristic solution of the coupled rate 
equations (11), depend of course on the magnitude of the 
individual frequency and relaxation terms. Until now 
we have introduced these quantities quite formally, 
neither specifying their magnitude, nor their physical 
origin. This will be brought up now, specifically for 
dimer triplet impurities. 

C. Dimer triplet states: Stationary Hamiltonian and 
dynamic interactions 

The stationary Hamiltonian of dimer triplet states 
X Ex, Eq. (2), as well as the relevant dynamic interac
tion operator oX, Eq. (3), is usually constructed in the 
molecular site representation, i. e., from the specific 
interactions of the individual impurity molecules. We 
will follow here a similar procedure, starting, how
ever, from the dimer rather than the site representa
tion. 

To begin with, we shall assume that the six eigen
states of the dressed Hamiltonian can be represented 
as linear combinations of the six product states I a, 
ii) = Iii> I (y> where Iii> (a = +. -) denotes the two 
triplet-type orbital states and I Ii) (ex ==X, Y, Z) repre
sents three (ortho-normalized) triplet-spin states. This 
is of course not strictly valid, since there are, e. g., 
small admixtures of singlet states (spin-orbit coupling) 
and of band states. The approximation then is, that 
such distortions have only a negligible effect on both 
the stationary Hamiltonian JCEx as well as the radiation
less relaxation mechanisms caused by oJC. This is so 
because of the weak coupling and the comparatively 
large energy separation between the impurity triplet 
and the band stateS/impurity singlet states. The only 
exception concerns optical (phosphorescence) decay 
mechanisms, which are mainly due to singlet admix
tures to the triplet states (Singlet triplet spin-orbit 
coupling). We!Vill comment on this complication later. 
Subsequently the factorized basis set \ a, Ii) will be 
referred to as dimer representatiort. We note that it 
differs from the eigenstate representation I a, ex) that 
diagonalizes the stationary Hamiltonian X Ex; \ a, I]!) is 
not in general of factorized kind. 

Once we have chosen the pair-states of pure triplet
type the Hamiltonians JCEx and ox can be partitioned ac
cording to 

(15a) 

oX == OXorbi t + OXsp i n + OJC:ze .... an + OXHF 

(15b) 

Except for OJC,bos and OJCbaD<!. the individual terms on the 
right-hand side correspond to specific invariants formed 
by the axial vector-operators/vectors S (triplet spin 
matrices Sr, SY' S.), Ho (external magnetic field), and 
~ (nuclear spin-matrices). 

The first term (orbital Hamiltonian) is independent 
of these pseudovectors 

JCorbi t + OXorbi t == (i. + oi.) N.> + (i _ + oiJic (16) 

The elements E. and oE., etc. are stationary and fluc
tuating terms, respectively, of the energy matrix; e. g., 
(OE.)B == O. The former represent constant parameters; 
the latter depend on phonon, librational, and vibra
tional coordinates, OE.==OE.({X, n, Q}), etc. The 
representation chosen here refers to dimer states. 
This is indicated by the tilde and by the subscripts + 
and -. This representation is characterized by vanish
ing stationary transition matrix elements j between the 
orbitals \ +) and \:). . 

Alternatively, X Orbit + OXorbit may be given in the so
called site representation: 

X orblt + OXorbit == (E 1 + OE 1) N11 + (E 2 + OE 2) N22 

+ (.1 +0.1) N21 + (jt + Ojt)N12 , 

(17) 

which is unitarily equivalent to the dimer representa
tion. The site representation can be characterized by 
the requirement that the diagonal energy difference 
\ E 1 - E 2\ be minimal (zero in case of translationally 
equivalent molecules). Since the spin-dependent station
ary exchange interactions between the dimer molecules 
are usually small, this representation is mostly ap
propriate to obtain the spin, Zeeman, and hyperfine 
interaction operators. 

The spin Hamiltonian is written as 

2 

XSPin + o~in == L: S. (I'd + OFab ) • S Nab; 
a,b-! 

(18) 

invariants of higher than second order with respect to 
the spin vector S are neglected. Fab and OFab are the 
stationary and fluctuating parts, respectively, of the 
fine structure tensor. Both tensors can be considered 
as traceless with respect to the spin basis; since S is a 
triplet spin operator we get S . S == 2; any finite trace 
contributions have therefore been included in X orbit 

+ OXorbit ' 

If the molecular exchange interactions are sufficiently 
weak, the site off-diagonal terms Fab and OFdb may be 
omitted, and the spin Hamiltonian of the pair can be 
constructed from those of the individual molecules, F 

A " 

and oFaa , a== 1, 2. The approach which is usually made 
use of in the relevant literature1•11 corresponds to a 
neglect of of, of Fob (ao# b), and to the assumption that 
the molecular fine structure tensors Faa (a== 1, 2) are 
identical in the respective prinCipal axis system of the 
individual molecules. For translationally equivalent 
molecules the tensors F11 and F22 have the same princi
pal axis system; in the inequivalent case are Fu and F22 
related by a corresponding orthogonal transformation. 
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690 R. Wertheimer and R. Silbey: Relaxation of excited state impurity molecules 

For details and for numerical examples the reader is 
referred to previous work, Le., Refs. 7,11, and 17-19. 

We turn to the Zeeman Hamiltonian. In site represen
tation it is of the form 

2 

:lCzeeman + li:K1z...rnan = L Ho' (Gab + liGab)· S Nab' (19) 

Again, the fluctuating contributions, liGab = liAGOb ({ X, n, 
Q}), as well as the site off-diagonal terms GQb(a* b) 
migh! be considered as insignificantly small, while 011 
and G22 differ at least for translationally inequivalent 
molecules. 

Similarly, the hyperfine interaction is written as 

JCHF + li~F = L S . L K~~) . «I J) + liI J) Nab' (20) 
o,b J 

Here, I J refers to individual nuclear spins. The hyper
fine tensors K~t) are supposed to be independent of bath 
degrees of freedom, and once more :K~t) might be omit
ted for a* b. The stationary and fluctuating parts :lCHF 
and li~F' respectively, are assumed here to originate 
with the stationary and fluctuating part of the nuclear 
spin configuration, (IJ) and liIJ =IJ - (IJ) (full ensemble 
average ( ... ). According to experimental observa
tions,9 it can occur that some nuclear spins are locked 
in specific configurations because of their comparatively 
strong hyperfine interaction; spins at other sites, how
ever, participate in nuclear magnetic moment redis
tribution processes, and this motivates the decomposi
tion performed in Eq. (20). However, in agreement 
with experimental results on monomers, 7,9 it is as
sumed that ~F does conserve the total nuclear spin 
(restriction to nuclear spin flip-flop processes); L e., 
li~F causes only spectral diffusion (pure dephasing). 

According to our approximation that the band excitons 
of the host are only dynamically coupled to 3CEU the 
dressed Hamiltonian :lCEx introduced in Sec. II A is given 
as the sum :lC EX =:lCorbl tal +:lCsPln +:lCZetnlaD +3CHF ' Hence, 
we are now in a position to comment on the relations 
between the fluctuating interaction terms cp, Eq. (3), 
and the eigenstates and eigenvectors of :lCEx • 

The specific form of the eigenstate representation of 
3CEx , which has been made use of in Secs. IIA and lIB, 
can have significant consequences for the properties of 
some of the dimer triplet relaxation modes. This is 
because the stationary Hamiltonian :lCEx yields a mixing 
between triplet spin states and orbital states (subse
quently referred to as intrinsic spin-orbit coupling), 
at least for translationally inequivalent sites. That is, 
the eigenstates are not of factorized type, and in par
ticular it is neither the site nor the dimer representa
tion that provides the eigenstate system of :lCEx ' 

The dimer representation I it) I it) [it has been used 
already in Eq. (16)] is defined here so as to diagonalize 
the (stationary) Hamiltonian 

:lCdlmol'= :lCorblt + t TrOrblt (:lCOPln + 3Czeeman + :lCHF ). (21) 

TrOl'blt indicates the trace over the orbital states, e.g., 
2 

Tr orbit :IC spin = L S • Faa' S 
• -1 

Accordingly, the dimer representation has to be con
sidered as optimal representation of the factorized 
type; it is the remainder, :lCEX - 3Cdlmer, that causes the 
(stationary) intrinsic spin-orbit coupling. 

The eigenstates of :lCEx read in general terms 

Ib, /3) = Lug: I it) 1&) • (22) 
.IX 

U is a 6 x 6 unitary transformation matrix between the 
eigenstate and the dimer representation. As already 
mentioned, this form of the eigenstates can have im
portant consequences concerning some of the relaxation 
matrix elements cp [Eq. (3)] and, consequently, in rela
tion to properties of the corresponding relaxation modes. 
This can be exemplified on the assumption (adhered to 
throughout this paper) that hyperfine spin-lattice relaxa
tion processes are absent. As a consequence the re
laxation matrix elements are spin-diagonal in the dimer 
representation: ;p:: = li IXB ;P:bIX • In eigenstate represen
tation we get, however, 

,/,.~ '" U.IX -IXCI U~IX 
't'kl = L..J ka CPab Ib , (23) 

aba 

and this means that there can be weakly allowed transi
tions between triplet sublevels K and A of different type. 
These transitions result from purely orbital relaxation 
mechanisms, induced, e. g., by li:IC orblt [Eq. (16)]. 
Similarly the coupling term li:IC orblt can induce pure de
phasing mechanisms for sublevel transitions and even 
a coupling of the EPR modes. 

Relaxation mechanisms of this kind have been intro
duced by Reineker to describe the line broadening and 
also a dynamic coupling of dimer triplet EPR modes. 11 

However, one must be aware of the fact that the secular 
spin dephasing processes, which are caused by the hy
perfine interaction li:IC HF [Eq. (20)], compete with the 
former mechanism. Experiments on monomers9 seem 
to indicate that the nuclear hyper fine field fluctuations 
are important and may dominate the phase relaxation 
of the EPR modes at very low temperatures (see Sec. V). 
In the final part of Sec. V, we compare these two mech
anisms. 

We conclude this section by introducting the coupling 
term between the dimer triplet and the radiation field 
that causes phosphorescence decay. In dimer represen
tation we write 

li:ICpbO• = L CP:; N.:o + H. c. , 
aa. 

(24) 

Here b;" is the creation operator for a photon with wave 
vector k, polarization ets , and frequency wk,s' P:o" repre
sents the weakly allowed electric dipole transition ele
ment from the eigenstate I a, O!) to the electronic ground 
state 10, v) (vibrational state v); P:o" still depends on 
the positions and orientations of the two dimer mole
cules . 
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The finite transition dipoles P:o are mainly due to 
stationary singlet state admixtures in the triplet mani
fold. This is a consequence of direct spin-orbit cou
pling, which has been neglected up to this point. The 
transition dipoles P:o introduced here are the correct 
matrix elements between the mixed states and the elec
tronic ground state rather than the matrix elements, 
which would be calculated using pure triplets. This 
does not yield any significant inconsistency in the pres
ent theory. 

III. THE DECOUPLED RELAXATION MODES 

Continuing from Eq. (14) we start the investigation 
of the relaxation modes that occur for the triplet im
purity. From Eq. (14) it is seen that the general prob
lem is quite complex. This is because of the dynamic 
coupling (exchange coupling) of the various macrovaria
bles N~~ (t), which is caused by the off -diagonal terms 
of the relaxation matrix. [This dynamic coupling should 
not be confused with the stationary coupling between 
spin and orbital states, which is induced by the Hamil
tonian X Ex -Xdlmer' Eqs. (15) and (21)]. 

For the sake of lucidity we begin with the most sim
ple situation, assuming that all off -diagonal terms of 
the relaxation matrix are negligible. Only in Sec. IV 
the limitations of this approximation will be shown, and 
more general expressions for solutions of the coupled 
rate equations will be derived. 

A. Damping constants of the decoupled modes 

Neglecting the exchange coupling, the temporal be
havior of the macrovariables N~~(t) is given by 

N~~ (t) = N~:(O) exp[i{n~~ + i r }:)t]. (25) 

The transition frequencies n and decay rates r read 

(26a) 

(26b) 

Subsequently, it is assumed that the dynamic frequency 
shifts in R:~:~ are inSignificantly small. We emphasize 
that this is an uncontrolled approximation on which we 
will comment in Sec. I1IB. 

We proceed with a classification of those modes that 
involve the impurity triplet state. (This classification 
also applies to the coupled modes, since there is a one
to-one correspondence between coupled and uncoupled 
modes). 

There are six independent population relaxation modes 
that describe the equilibration of energy among, and the 
decay out of, the triplet manifold in terms of N ::(k = 1, 
2). In the present situation in which the dynamic cou
pling between macrovariables is neglected, the decay 
rates of the population modes are identical with the 
lifetimes of the states 1 k, K). We emphaSize, how
ever, that this is not valid for the coupled rate equa
tions. 

All the other modes of interest describe the relaxa
tion of initially phase-correlated states of the ensemble 
(dephasing). Since the spectrum of the latter modes is 

Phosphorescence EPR Orbital Orbilal- E PR 

-- '-.z>~ ----, -.--
1-,0)---- 1-, y) -Cr- - f---

1-, X) r-r-- - t----,r-

--
1+,0)--

r-

IO,vl ) '+.~~ 
r-- r-- - - r-

i-
IO.v) r--

I+,y) f---'---
-'--'-

IO,O)~ I+)() '-- --

FIG. 2. Schematic sketch of some transition modes. The ar
row at the left-hand side indicates optical absorption rather 
than phosphorescence emission. 

related to absorption and emission line shapes they will 
be subsequently referred to as transition modes. 

There is a large number of phosphorescence modes 
N ~o depending on the number of relevant vibrational 
(librationaI) states v; at He temperatures the modes 
related to N~~ describe the singlet-triplet absorption 
lines of the impurity. As to the transitions within the 
triplet manifold we distinguish six pairs of EPR modes 
la, a) .... Ia, 13) (a=+, -; a*{3=X, Y, Z), three pairs 
of purely orbital transitions 1 +, a .... 1 -, a), (a =X, Y, 
Z), and six pairs of combined orbital EPR transitions 
1+, a), .... I-, 13) (a*13=X, Y, Z). Examples of the 
relevant transitions are depicted in Fig. 2. 

Continuing from Eq. (26), we give more explicit ex
pressions for relaxation constants of the relevant 
modes. The damping constants of the transition modes 
can be written in the form 

(27) 

where r ~ and r:~ and r ~~ are the inverse lifetimes of 
the states 1 l, A ) and 1 k, K), respectively; r PD(~) is 
the pure dephasing rate that results from transition 
frequency fluctuations: 

rpD(~)=} i~~t<[¢~~(t) - ¢::(t)] 

x[ ¢~~(O) - ¢~:(O)])B (28) 

In case of orbital, spin-orbital, and optical transi
tions the time dependence of frequency fluctuations, 
¢~(l) - ¢:(t), originates mainly with exciton-phonon 
coupling terms (via the dependence of ¢ on vibrational 
degrees of freedom and lattice/libration coordinates). 
The corresponding dephasing rates are expected to be 
four orders of magnitude larger than those related to 
the EPR transitions, where the coupling results pri
marily with fine and hyperfine interactions (see Sec. II 
D). 
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TABLE I. Relaxation rates of the decoupled modes. 

Transition 
Type of mode Macrovariable frequency Exemplary decay rate 

Population i\t(t) 0 ~= r(-, K-+, K) +6 r(-, K-O,V) +66 r(-, K-a, II) + r(-, K -band) 

Optical transition ~(t) fI~ 

Spin resonance Nt(t) ut 
Triplet-orbital Nt: (t) fin 
Triplet spin-orbital ~(t) fI~ 
ttansition (t,. k, A" K) 

We emphasize that the relation established in Eq. 
(27), between the dephasing rate (left-hand side) the 
pure dephasing rate and the level lifetimes (right-hand 
side) applies only in the limit of low impurity concen
tration: it becomes invalid in the presence of energy 
migration between different guest sUbsystems. 

The total level decay rates r ~~, which also contribute 
to the dephasing of the transition modes, can be ex
pressed as the sum of individual decay constants. (See 
Table I.) 

r::=T(a, K-+, K) +~ r(a, K-O, v) 
v 

+L Lr(a, K-a, v)+r(a, K-band), 
V~IC a-+." 

r(+, K- -, K)=exp[-jlIiw~~]r(-, K-+, K). (29) 

We have used the notation r(a, a - b, (3) to denote in~ 
dividual decay rates (from the initial state I a, C1') to the 
final state I b , (3) ): 

r(a, CI' - b, (3) '" r~" dt exp[iw~= t] (cpt:" (t) cp~:(O»B • 

(30) 

These rates obey detailed balance relations 

r(a, a-b, (3)",exp[-{3lfw:tlr(b, (3-a, a), (31) 

and this has been used in Eq. (29) to express r (+, K 

--, K) in terms o{r(-, K-+, K)exp(-{31iw~). For 
sufficiently well trapped impurity states (for tempera
tures sufficiently small with respect to the trap depth), 
this rate constant dominates r ~~ The second term in 
Eq. (29) originates with triplet phosphorescence, caused 
by the photon-exciton coupling Hamiltonian llXphoa, Eq. 
(24). The third terms correspond to sublevel relaxa
tion processes (within the impurity triplet manifold). 
We have added, finally, the detrapping rates r(a, 
a - band) from the relevant guest states to the host ex
citon band, These rates show Arrhenius factors cor
responding to the actual activation energies, and they 
are negligible, therefore, at sufficiently low tempera
tures. 

B. Crucial assumptions and approximations 

The expressions derived so far are already subject 
to various uncontrolled approximations on which we 

v ..,:ftc (p:i: 

would like to comment before we continue the main sub
ject of this article. Some of these approximations are 
a consequence of the assumption that the relaxation 
matrix [Eq. (11)] is independent of frequency. 

This corresponds, first of all, to the neglect of in
homogeneous relaxation mechanisms. Experimentally 
and theoretically, it is, however, well known that such 
an approximation does not necessarily apply, The hy
perfine interaction field, for instance, may be differ
ent at different impurity sites, as a result of different, 
comparatively slowly relaxing nuclear spin configura
tions. Similarly, the exciton-phonon interaction can 
vary from site to site, because of local defect struc
ture that is often relevant in molecular crystals. Com
plications like this are well realized in the relevant 
literature, 

Much less attention seems to be paid to the fact that 
the Markovian approximation, which neglects the ex
plicit frequency dependence of the relaxation matrix, 
can become invalid for sufficiently low temperatures, 
i. e., in the extreme quantum limit. 

To explain this in more detail we consider any speci
fic relaxation term [Eq. (12b)]. The corresponding 
spectral function reads 

where cp is the quantum operator for the fluctuations. 
We introduce the response function, asymmetrized in 
frequency space: 

x"(w}==[y(w} _y(_w}]. 

This function is real-valued and antisymmetric with re
spect to the frequency w. 

We make use of the detailed balance relation 

y( - w) = exp(- jlIiw) y(w) 

in order to derive an expression for the slope of y at 
frequency zero: 

(BY) = t lim [y(w) -y(-w)] 
Bw ",-0 "'~O w 

Ify(w =0, T} 
1
. X"(W) 
Im-
"'~O 2w 
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We require that X" is a continuously differentiable func
tion of w at all temperatures, which means that y(w =0 0, 
T) is at least of order T, as T- O. This is in agree
ment with model calculations, 20 which predict vanishing 
homogeneous dephasing rates at zero temperature. The 
positive frequency components of y(w), however, re
main finite, and low temperature experiments on naph
thalene indicate a very strong dependence on w for 0 < w 
<2.5cm-1 • 7•8 

As a consequence, the Markovian limit (where the re
laxation kernel is approximated by a frequency indepen
dent rate constant) becomes invalid at sufficiently low 
temperatures, at least for transition modes that are 
mainly broadened by pure dephasing mechanisms. The 
corresponding line shapes are then asymmetric with re
spect to their band centers. 

This is not necessarily so for those transition modes 
that are mainly broadened by population relaxation. In 
such a case, the Markovian limit remains valid as long 
as (aYp/aw)",o« 1. (mismatch frequency wo). 

Unfortunately, a further, much more difficult com
plication occurs in the quantum-mechanical regime. 
According to Eq. (12c) the relaxation matrix exhibits 

,dynamic frequency shifts. The Kramers-Kronig rela
tions, 

d(w )=pj-~ y(w) 
o _.. 1T Wo - W ' 

show that the magnitude of the shifts d(wo) depend sen
sitively on the asymmetry of the spectral functions y. 
In the classical regime where y(w) is symmetric, d(w o) 
is rather small, since the relevant mismatch frequen
cies Wo are small in comparison to the spectral widths 
of the dominant contributions to y(w). 

At low temperature, however, the negative frequency 
part of y(w) becomes very small compared to its posi
tive frequency part, and d(w o) represents essentially the 
convolution between (wo -wt1 and the positive frequency 
part of y(w). 

As to the order of magnitude of the dynamic frequency 
shifts d, we suppose that the spectral function y(w) ex
tends to a frequency region of about T ~1; wo« T;1 • 
Thus, the order of magnitude of d is very roughly esti
mated as TcJ:' .. dwy(w)/21T and this can even exceed the 
order of magnitude of the corresponding decay rate. 
Hence, one must be aware that homogeneous relaxation 
mechanisms at sufficiently low temperatures may in
duce dynamic transition frequency shifts as large as 
the relevant line-oroadening parameters. 

This might be considered as not too crucial in well
separated transition modes, where it just leads to a 
less important shift of the excitation resonances. We 
emphasize, however, its significance in terms of the 
exchange coupling terms between different modes, the 
magnitude of which depends quadratically on the ab
solute values of the (complex-valued) off-diagonal re
laxation matrix elements. 

Because of the slowly decreaSing frequency denomi
nator (wo - wtl, the disperse shifts d(wo) [Eq. (AID») 

collect information from a wide spectral range of the 
reservoir correlation functions y(w). A quantitative in
clusion of the dynamiC shifts d(w o) would require, there
fore, the explicit treatment of the reservoir mode spec
tra and, furthermore, detailed information about the 
exciton-bath coupling. 

This is, however, beyond the purpose of the present 
paper, the main emphaSis of which is an investigation 
of the relaxation phenomena in the triplet manifOld. 
Hence, for the sake of simplicity we shall neglect all 
quantum effects on the relaxation matrix, except for 
the detailed balance relations [Eq. (31») between the 
various rate constants. This corresponds to the ne
glect of the dynamic shifts, or, in terms of Eqs. (12a) 
and (12b), to the replacement rABCD(wO)-YABCD(WO)' 

IV. DYNAMICAL COUPLING OF MODES 

The expressions (25)-(31) apply only in certain limits 
to the relaxation behavior of triplet dimer excitations. 
Experimental systems are in almost all instances char
acterized by dynamic coupling of various modes (ex
change dephasing, coupled rate equations), and this 
yields Significant alterations of the relaxation dynamics. 

The decay rate of the population mode I +, a), for in
stance, agrees, at low temperature with the inverse 
lifetime of the level I +, a). At higher temperature, 
however, the excitation is subject to an equilibration 
between the states I +, a) and I -, a), and the relaxa
tion of the I +, a) mode is characterized by the aver
aged relaxation rate out of the orbital doublet. This 
rate constant differs significantly from r~+"'[Eq. (26(b»). 

Correspondingly, the question arises as to the dy
namic coupling of different types of transition modes. 
The first theoretical models for this so-called exchange 
coupling have been developed decades ago by Anderson13a 

and Kubo. 13b In a qualitative way, the phenomenon can 
be understood in terms of mutually coupled quantum 
oscillators that drive one another slightly off-resonance. 
As a consequence, the transition bands can be subject 
to a mutual attraction in frequency space, and if the 
coupling is strong enough, it can happen that the two 
bands coalesce at a single transition frequency. In the 
case of conjugate modes, A- Band B-A, this occurs 
at zero frequency, which means that the corresponding 
quantum oscillators show an over-damped behavior. 

In general, the dynamics of multilevel systems pro
vide a difficult prOblem, because of the high dimension 
of the related secular matrix. In the present case, how
ever, two major Simplifications occur that allow a con
siderable reduction of the dimensionality of the problem. 
The first is due to the large transition frequencies be
tween the electronic ground state and the triplet exciton 
states. As a consequence, the optical transition modes 
are perfectly decoupled from the population relaxation 
modes and from the triplet-triplet transition modes as 
well. The second simplification results from the ir
relevance of the radiationless sublevel transitions I a, 
a) +-+ I a, /3) as to a possible dynamic coupling between 
different sublevel (EPR) modes. Although such transi
tions are weakly allowed because of intrinsic spin-or-
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TABLE n. Mutually coupled macrovariables. It is assumed 
that the intrinsic spin-orbit relaxation (ISOR) that results from 
fine structure fluctuations is insignificant. For naphthalene 
dimers, this assumption is not valid concerning the population 
relaxation variables N'!OI. and ~_t!l (Il! =X, Y, Z) (cf. Appendix A). 

Type of mode 

(1) Optical 

(2) Spin diagonal 

(3) Spin transition 

Mutually coupled Spin quantum 
macrovariables numbers 

Nt ~ K=X,Y,Z 

N':!, N'!, ~,N':! K =X, Y, Z 

N~, N~, N~, It:!:. (A,K)=(X, Y); 
(X, Z); (Y, Z); 
(Y,X); (Z,X); 
(Z,Y). 

bit coupling (see Sec. lIe), we shall anticipate here 
that they yield only negligible relaxation matrix ele
ments off-diagonal with respect to sublevel quantum 
numbers. That is, we approximate 

This relation holds exactly if <P~~ = ~\A <p~, etc. [cf. 
Eqs. (11) and (12)]; with the exception of the phospho
rescence decay rates, it yields a satisfactory descrip
tion of the various modes, at least in certain systems 
(including, e.g., naphthalene dimers). The validity 
of this approximation will be discussed later. 

As a consequence, the secular equation (14) reduces 
to 4 x4 problems as far as the triplet-triplet modes are 
concerned. As to the optical transition modes, we re
strict ourselves to transitions between the vibrational 
ground state and the triplet manifold, assuming that the 
corresponding part of the optical spectrum is sufficiently 
well separated in frequency space from vibrational 
sidebands, etc. Neglecting sublevel relaxation pro
cesses of the type 1 a, a) ..... 1 a, /3), this leads to 2 x2 
problems. 

The mutually coupled variables are listed in Table II. 
The following subsections are devoted to the investiga
tion of the dynamics of these mode subgroups. 

A. Optical modes 

Information about the optical modes can be obtained 
from the impurity triplet-phosphorescence spectra, 
and, in favorable cases, also from absorption spectra 
related to the (weakly allowed) singlet-triplet transi
tions. 

Here, we shall consider only the transitions from the 
impurity ground state to its triplet manifold. We as
sume that the corresponding spectral bands are suf
ficiently well separated from phonon sidebands and 
other host excitations or, at least, that these latter 
modes are dynamically decoupled from the ground 
state excitations. Hence, the optical absorption spec
trum from the transitions 10, 0) - 1 +, a) and 10,0) 
- 1- , a) can be described in terms of the solutions of 
the 2 x 2 secular problem for the macrovariables Ng~. 

We start this subsection by setting down explicit ex
pressions for the stochastic evolution matrix L. The 

relevant diagonal elements have already been given 
Eq. (26). According to Eqs. (27)-{29), the relaxation 
elements R~~~~ are dominated by the phonon-induced 
pure dephasing rate r PD(~~) and/or by orbital transition 
rates r{-, K- +, K). The phonon-orbital coupling 
terms are essentially independent of the quantum num
bers K of the sublevel; moreover, they dominate the 
phosphorescence and sublevel-relaxation rates for sev
eral orders of magnitude. The diagonal elements of the 
relevant 2 X2 submatrix L can be approximated, there
fore, by 

= w~~ + (h) [ W.o(O)D.O)B + A(T) (P'(W_,)P)B], 

L __ =L~~~ 

= w~g + (to [ (D_o(O) D_O)B +(P'(w_.)P )B]' 

(32) 

These expressions apply as long as thermally activated 
population relaxation processes 1 0, 0) -I 0, v) from the 
dimer ground state to its vibrational levels v are in
Significant (kBT« liwo~). 

Neglecting dynamic frequency shifts we have used the 
notation (X + (w) Y) B to denote the Fourier transform. 
The quantity A(T) is the Arrhenius factor 

A(T) =exp(-hwjkBT). (33) 

The first terms that appear in the square brackets of 
Eq. (32) represent the pure dephasing rates, and the 
second terms the 1 - ) - 1 + ) depopulation rate: D_o 
= <P~~ - <p~~, P = <p~~. [The sublevel indices of the cou
pling potentials <p and of the transition frequencies w_. 
have been omitted in Eq. (32)]. 

For the off -diagonal elements of the matrix L we 
obtain 

(34) 

It is seen that a significant dynamic coupling between 
the two optical modes occurs only in case that the tran
sition frequency w_. is comparable to, or smaller than, 
the magnitude of the cross correlations between the 
transition frequency- and transition-matrix element 
fluctuations, D,o and P, respectively (l = +, -). 

This is most likely for weakly coupled, translationally 
equivalent dimer molecules: in such a situation, the 
frequency w_. is given by the (small) exchange interac
tion term w _. = 2J, and the dephasing potentials liD.o 
and Ii D_o are essentially identical. Accordingly, the 
difference L __ - L •• becomes, in good approximation 

L_ -L.+=w_.+h[1-A T (w_.)] (P+(W_.)P)B' 

This approaches w _. as k B T » hw _ •• 

The eigenvalues of the secular matrix [Eqs. (32) and 
(34)], i. e., the effective transition frequencies and the 
effective linewidths, are easily calculated. Here, we 
restrict ourselves to the strong coupling limit, where 
1 L •• - L __ I 2« 1 L_.L.-', e. g., w •• $ kB T /Ii, 1 (D.o(w_.) 
XP)B I» w_.. Hence, the eigenvalues of the optical 
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TABLE Ill. Orbita14x4 damping matrix r. Only those relaxation terms that originate with ex
citon-phonon interactions are shown. 

(+,+) (-,-) 

(+,+) Ar -r 

(-,-) -Ar r 

t =(+,-) ! A (D(w.,)P) B - ! (D(w_)P) B 

t =(+,-) 

+! (D(O) P+} B 

- ! (D(O) P+} B 

r PD +!(l+A)r 

• = (-,+) 

! (D(O)P+)B 

- ! (D(O) P+)a 

- ! (1 + A) (p' (w.+)P') B 

• =(-,+) ! A (D(w • ..}P) B - ! (D(w • ..}P) B - !(l+A) (P+(w.,)P')B rPJ)+!(l+A)r 

¢o = ¢(w = 0) = (D(O)P') B , 

¢+ = ¢(w • ..) = (D(w • ..}P) B , 

r= r(-, K -+, K) = (p'(W.,)P)B , 

r PD =! (D(O)D) B • 

D= CP'!!- CP":! , 

P= CP':! , 

modes read, in lowest order 

z.,~d(w,o+w_o)+ ti [rpD(ii)+rpD(o)] 

+ ti [1 +A(T)]r(-- +) ±[L .. L •• ]1/2 • (35) 

In case that the elements L+_ and L.+ [Eq. (34)] are 
purely imaginary, then either the effective transition 
frequencies or the relaxation constants of the two modes 
are approximately equally valued, depending on the sign 
of L_ or L... We mention that L_. ~ - L!. as kBT» hw •• 
and D.o""D_o, which means that the difference of the ef
fective transition frequencies, I Re(z. - z.) I is signifi
cantly smaller than w •• , at least in this limiting case. 

If a dynamic exchange between the two optical modes 
is operative, it will also affect the relative intensity of 
their spectral contributions (dynamic borrowing of spec
tral intensity). Making use of the coupling Hamiltonian 
[Eq. (24)] and neglecting phonon-assisted processes, 
the optical spectrum is given in terms of the spectral 
functions 

(36) 

where p is the vector of the relevant transition dipole 
moments 

P=(P., pJ=(e·lf.L e.p=~), (37a) 

and L is the SEM [Eqs. (32) and (34)]. The inverse of 
wl- Lis 

(
w -L __ 

L •• 
L_ ) (37b) 

w -L •• 

where z. and z_ are the eigenvalues of L. If one of the 
transitions is symmetry forbidden (e. g., P. = 0), the 
spectral density S(w) becomes 

S(w)a:Im{w -L •• )/[(w -z.)(w -d]}. 

Hence, the spectrum contains contributions from both 
modes, z. and z_, and their relative strength provides 
a sensitive measure for the significance of the exchange 
coupling since z. - L.+ - 0 as L._L_. - 0 . 

B. Orbital modes 

For every pair of sublevel states K there exist four 
types of orbital modes, namely, the population modes 
corresponding to the macrovariables .N!!, .N':!, and the 

transition modes I + ) - I - ) and I - ) - I + ), related to 
N=~ and N~~. 

, At the moment we will neglect (exciton-band) detrap
ping processes, intrinsic spin-orbit' relaxation and 
phosphorescence decay completely; then the variable 
N 11 + N ~~ is a conserved quantity and the number of 
relevant modes is three rather than four. This case 
can be described in analogy to the dynamics of a spin 
t system, a formalism frequently applied to the prob
lem to be discussed here. 1 A main concern of these 
papers is whether the dimer orbital doublet shows so
called "coherent" or "incoherent" behavior, that is, 
whether the orbital transition modes do or do not show 
an oscillatory behavior. [Since the concept "coherence" 
is usually used to characterize the temporal-spatial 
correlation properties of fields, we will prefer here to 
talk about oscillatory versus overdamped behavior of 
the relevant (+ - -) transition modes.] 

To decide which case is realized one has to deter
mine the eigenvalues of the relevant secular polynomial, 
det[(zl- L)], the coeffiCients of which can generally be 
shown to be real-valued. Accordingly, its roots are 
either real-valued, or pairwise complex conjugate. 
Two of the zeros iz. and iz. are always real and de
finitely negative; these represent the relaxation rates 
of the population variables. The additional pair of 
eigenvalues, z, and z, describes the dynamics of the 
transition modes. The zeros iz, and iz, can be: (i) 
real-valued (overdamped transition modes), (ii) com
plex, z,=z, (oscillatory transition modes, Rez,>O, by 
definition), or (iii) real-valued and equal z, =z, (un
physical aperiodic limit). 

Table III shows the elements of the relevant 4 x 4 
secular matrix, including only those relaxation terms 
that result from exciton-phonon interactions. General 
expressions for the zeros of the fourth-order secular 
polynomial can be derived by means of Cardani's for
mula. This provides however little insight concerning 
the qualitative behavior of the modes in question, and 
for that reason we shall discuss here only the case 
where subsets of population relaxation modes and or
bital transition modes are essentially decoupled. 

Such a decoupling may occur for different reasons: 
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(i) The presence of the frequencies ± w •• in the secular 
matrix, Table III, can be sufficient to ensure that the 
modes do not couple strongly (i. e., I w •• 1 »r, r po), 

(ii) At high temperatures we expect that the relevant 
spectral intensities at frequency w •• and at zero fre
quency do not differ very much, as long as w •• is small 
compared to the Debye frequency. Now, if r PO »r (or 
vice versa), 1 l/J(O)l/J(w • .) 1 «rJo +r2, and consequently 
the coupling between the two subsets of variables is 
small. 

(iii) At low temperatures, ks T« h w •• , we expect that 
the spectral densities available for quasielastic relaxa
tion mechanisms becomes very small [i. e., r po , 
l/J(O)- 0 as r- 0], so that eventually r2» 1 l/J(O)l/J(w •• ) I, 
r Jo; hence, the two subsets decouple once more. [In 
general,' however, no statement can be made about the 
significance of the l/J(O) and l/J(w • .), unless microscopic 
arguments are taken into account]. 

We investigate first the population relaxation modes, 
taking into account phosphorescence decay but neglecting 
detrapping and spin lattice relaxation (and assuming the 
decoupling from the transition modes). The correspond
ing SEM reads, in this approximation 

L -' (Ar +'Y~ . 
_t -Ar 

-r ) 
r +'Y~ • 

(38) 

Here r is the orbital transition rate r(-, K- +, K), A 
denotes the Arrhenius factor [Eq. (33)], and 'Y. and 'Y. 
are the phosphorescence rates of the relevant levels. 

The eigenvalues of Eq. (38) read approximately 

z.:;:iY.=i['Y~+A(T)'Y:] [1 +A(T)]·t , 

z. :;: ill +A(T)] r + i[A(T)'Y ~ +'Y:][l +A(T)]·t. (39) 

The error of this result is of the order 

( )
2 [1 - tanh2 t ,Bhw • .J «1 

A= 'Y. -'Y. [(1 +A)r)2 

at all temperatures, since 'Y., 'Y.« r. [For that reason, 
the second term in Eq. (39) may be neglected. ] 

The result [Eq. (39)] is to be interpreted as follows: 
the rate -iz. :;:(1 +A) r=r (-- +) +r (+- -) describes 
the fast equilibration between the two sublevels via 
phonon-assisted processes 1+)'" I -); - iz. on the other 
hand reflects the comparatively slow phosphorescence 
decay of the tWO-level quasiequilibrium system; note 
that the effective phosphorescence lifetime Y., repre
sents the "thermal average" of the rates 'Y. and 'Y. ac
cording to the thermal population of the levels + and - . 

The expressions of Eq. (39) apply to the population 
relaxation of nearby vibronic monomer levels, e. g., 
in PBQ (Ref. 16), provided that the temperature is suf
ficiently small to allow the neglect of guest- host de
trapping processes. This is so, since there the spin
orbit relaxation between different spin levels is slow 
in comparison to the phosphorescence decay rate y., 
Eq. (39). 

In dimers, however, the situation is opposite, and 
consequently thermal equilibrium between the spin sub-

levels occurs faster than the optical decay. In this 
case there exists just one rather than three phospho
rescence lifetimes, and this is shown in more detail in 
Appendix A. 

We turn to the transition modes. The relevant SEM 
reads 

L=(W .. + i[r ~~ + t (1 +A)r] 

-;)l(1 +A)r 

-ti(1+A)r ) 

-w •• +i[rpo +t(l+A)r] . 

(40) 

The phosphorescence rates can be neglected here, and 
for convenience we have assumed that cfJ .. = cfJ... Hence, 
the eigenvalues of Eq. (40) read 

zt •• =i[rpo+t(1+A)r]±{w~.-W1+A)rFP/2. (41) 

As long as w •• > t(1 + A)r this yields oscillatory modes; 
in the opposite case the transition modes are over
damped. 

We expect that the intrinsic temperature dependence 
of the rate r = r (- - +) (depopulation via phonon em is -
sion) is comparatively weak. For t r < w •• < r, there
fore, it can happen that the modes have finite effective 
transition frequencies at low temperatures T, but show 
a significant slowing down as T is increased and, at a 
speCific T e, become finally overdamped. This is be
cause of the strong temperature dependence of the Ar
rhenius factor A =A(T), Eq. (33). The slowing down 
of the transition frequency as described here is a purely 
dynamical effect, and it has no influence, therefore, on 
the activation energy hw •• , which entersA(T). 

C. EPR modes 

The dynamics of the EPR quartet of modes [see Table 
II (3)] is in many aspects similar to those of the quartet 
of orbital modes. This is, first, because the spin sub
level splitting w~~ (A *- K) is small in comparison with the 
orbital transition frequencies w~:, and, second, because 
the dynamiC exciton-phonon coupling is large in com
parison with the fine interaction: this allows the ap
proximately valid identifications ~: '" ~~ '" D~: = D and 
p~",p~",p:~=p (~~= cfJ~ - cfJ:~)· 

The only significant difference between EPR and or
bital modes occurs for the slowly decaying spin transi
tion modes N!~ versus slowly decaying population modes 
N~~. We have shown in Sec. IVB that the relaxation 
constants of the slowly decaying population mode go to 
zero as the phosphorescence decay rates and intrinsic 
spin-orbit relaxation constants vanish. This is not so 
with the corresponding EPR modes, which still are de
phased via hyperfine field fluctuations. Moreover, the 
dynamic coupling between spin transitions of different 
types is inSignificant as long as the corresponding 
transition frequency differences are large in comparison 
with the intrinsic spin-orbit relaxation rates; this is in 
contrast to the sublevel population relaxation modes 
(see Appendix A). 

In order to confirm the correspondence between spin
orbital modes and EPR modes, we consider, first of 
all, the generally valid expression for the off-diagonal 
relaxation elements L~~~~, k*- 1 (the elements Lllik are 
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of corresponding form). 

L~~7~ =~i(~~(w7~) </>~:)B +~i(U:~(O) </>~~)B 

+ 1 "[ a.a. ( •• ) + a.a. ( .a)] 2' £..J Y kkki W 1k Y lkll wll , 
a*_ 

(42) 

This first term on the right-hand side can be approxi
mated by (D(W1k)P>; the other terms are negligible with 
respect to the first one for both orbital modes, 
K = A, as well as for EPR transitions k"* A. 7 Second, it 
can be shown that the elements of the 2 x 2 submatrix 
that is related to the combined spin-orbital transitions 
is essentially given by those of the matrix [Eq. (40)], 
which applies to orbital transition modes. The differ
ence between those matrices has the magnitude of 
phosphorescence decay rates, intrinsic spin-orbit re
laxation rates, and/or spin dephasing rates, which are 
negligible with respect to all elements of Eq. (40). We 
conclude, therefore, that the eigenvalues (and eigen
vectors) of the combined spin-orbital modes are es
sentially identical to those of the pure orbital transi
tion modes. Consequently, the results given in Eq. (41) 
apply also to the orbital-EPR transition modes. 

The SEM of a pure A- K EPR mode doublet (N~! and 
N~) reads 

_ (L~O) + iA(T)r 
L- -iA(T)r (43) 

We have neglected here the weak dependence of the or
bital relaxation rates r = r (-, a - +, a) and of the Ar
rhenius factor A(T) on the sublevel quantum numbers 
a = K, A. The terms L~O) and L~O) contain the informa
tion about the spin transition frequencies w7~, (l = +, 
-), the spin pure dephasing rates r PD(~)' the spin
orbit decay rates y ~ = La= ± Z:a*~ r (I , A - a, a), the 
phosphorescence lifetimes y~=z:"r(l, A-O, v), and 
detrapping rates y:~ = r (I, A - band): 

L~O) = w~: + ir!O) , 

r~O) = r PD(~:) + t(y~ +y:) + t(y;~ +y;.) + t(Y~A +y~.). (44) 

For the eigenvalues of the SEM [Eq. (43)] we find, in 
good approximation 

zl=L~O)+oz, 

z2=[1 +A(T)]r +L~) -oz , 

i[L.(O~ - L~O)]A(T)r 
oz = ((L!O) -L~O» +i[l +A(T)]r} . 

Corrections to these expressions are of the order 
oz2[(L~ _ L~) + (1 + A)r]-I. 

(45) 

We comment on this result as follows: at very low 
temperature the exchange term oz is negligible since the 
Arrhenius factor A(T) - 0 as T- O. In this case, the 
EPR transition frequencies are given by w!~ and w~=, 
respectively. The linewidths of the slowly decaying 
EPR modes, N!~ are equal to the sum of pure dephasing 
rate r PD(!~) plus the arithmetic average ~(y! +y~) + t(Y~A 
+Y':A) of spin-orbit relaxation and phosphorescence de-

cay rates (de trapping is negligible as T- 0). For in
creasing temperature kBT - hw •• , the exchange term oz 
becomes increasingly significant: it causes an EPR 
transition frequency shift and an additional line broaden
ing, and both effects show a strong, i. e., exponential, 
dependence on temperature, via the Arrhenius factor 
A(T), Eq. (33). 

The exchange term [Eq. (45)] reads, in more explicit 
form 

oz =A(T)[ ow + ior] , 

A(T){~w(l +A)r2 + ir[(~w)2 + (~r)2 + ~r(l +A)r]) 
= {(b.w)2 + [6.r + (1 + A)r]2} 

(46) 

Here, we have made use of the abbreviations [cf. Eq. 
(44)] 

~W = w~= - w!~; ~r = r~O) - r~O) . (47) 

For I(L~O) -L~O»I «r, Eq. (46) simplifies to 

OZ=A(T)[[l +A(T)]-l~w +i((l(~~)22r + l~fA)]' (48) 

Equation (48) reduces to previous results by van't 
Hof8 provided that: (i) the temperature is small to allow 
the neglect of terms of quadratic and higher order in 
A(T); (ii) the difference between the diagonal damping 
terms is negligibie. The second condition is not nec
essarily valid since spin-orbit depopulation and, at 
higher temperatures, de trapping rates may contribute 
to ~r; ~w, on the other hand, can be (almost) zero 
(accidentally, or systematically for translationally 
equivalent molecules). Hepce, the product ~r' r can 
be comparable to or greater than (~W)2 [cf. Eqs. (46) 
and (48)]. 

v. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In the present paper we have developed a theory for 
the relaxation modes of triplet impurity states in host 
matrices. Particular attention has been paid to the dy
namics of dimer triplet excitations. Systems of this 
kind have been subject to numerous experimental inves
tigations. I- 7•12 One aim of the following discussion is 
a comparison of some of the experimental findings with 
results derived here. 

Our approach is based on the quantum mechanical 
version of Redfield's relaxation theory. 15 Its applica
tion to dimer triplet states as performed in Secs. II-IV 
yields some Significant generalization of previous theo
retical work on the subject.I.s-1t This is so, despite 
the various approximations that have been applied and 
already discussed in Secs. II-IV. 

We will start the discussion with comments on the 
original model by Haken and Strobl, 10 then turn to its 
extension to EPR modes (Reineker et al. 11), and finally 
focus on the exchange model by van't Hof and Schmidt, 
paying attention to their experimental observations on 
naphthalene. 

A. Comparison with the Haken-Strobl model (Ref. 10) 

The Haken-Strobl model in its version applicable to 
dimer triplet states represents an approach for the or-
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bital modes (cf. Sec. IVB). Despite its merits and its 
conceptual simplicity, there are problems associated 
with it that must be recognized when applying it to ex
perimental situations. The model implies three main 
approximations: first, it deals with a simplified Hamil
tonian, 'fCas (49); second, it assumes white spectra for 
the coupling potential correlation functions (~;&(w) 1>ea) B 

(Gaussian random fluctuations); third, it neglects cross 
correlation terms between these fluctuations [cf. Eq. 
(51)]. In the following, we are going to comment on the 
validity of these approximations. 

The Haken-Strobl Hamiltonian (in site representa
tion) is of the form 

~S =:JCd1mor + 03Corbl t +3CB 

2 

= L (€~ + Ha)Maa + (.I' + oj)(Ml2 + &21) +XB , (49) 
a=1 

[cf. Eqs. (21), (17), and (1)]. The eigenstates of JCdlmer 

are of the factorized type and spin relaxation processes 
are absent, because of the form of the coupling term 
JCorblt.17 As to the orbital modes of the dimer triplet, 
the Haken-Strobl Hamiltonian implies only minor im
portant approximations as long as the intrinsic spin
orbit relaxation processes and the phosphorescence de
cay can be considered as insignificantly slow. 

The Redfield relaxation matrix R that results from 
the Haken-Strobl Hamiltonian [Eq. (49)] is shown in 
Table III, in dimer representation. The Haken-Strobl 
model relaxation matrix [which is the result of the ap
proximation Eq. (51)] reads, on the other hand, 

111) 2YI -2YI 0 0 

122) -2YI 2YI 0 0 
~ 

, (50) RHS = 112) 0 0 2Yo+2Yt -2YI 

121 ) 0 0 - 2Yt 2yo +2YI 

and this refers to the site representation. 

Here, Yo and Yj, respectively, denote Gaussian
distributed, delta-correlated site-energy and exchange
integral fluctuations: 

(0 Ea(t)oEa(t'»B = 2Yoo(t - t'); a = 1, 2 , 

(oj (t}oj (['» B = 2Ylo(t - t') • 
(51) 

(Note the identities ¢.a=OEa• ¢.&=¢&a=OJ, a*b). !tis 
this approximation that yields the essential shortcomings 
of the Haken-Strobl approach. 

First of all, the model is restricted to the infinite 
temperature limit, because of the spectral symmetry 
of the correlations (Eq. (51)] that violate the proper de
tailed balance relations at finite temperatures T. For 
that reason, the model implies an equilibrium equipar
tition of the two orbital levels; it is, in particular, in
appropriate to predict the thermal activation of specific 
relaxation processes that yields the Arrhenius-type be
havior of T [cf. Table III and Eqs. (39) and (41)]. This 
has already been pOinted out in a recent publication by 
Rahman et al. 14 

Second, the model ignores cross-correlations between 

different site fluctuations 0 E I and 0 E 2 and also between 
site- and transfer-element fluctuations, 0 Ea and oj. 
Since these fluctuating forces depend on the same pho
non/librational and/or vibrational coordinates, there is 
no a priori justification for the neglect of their cross
correlations. As a consequence, the HS-model, even 
for T - 00, becomes invalid if the stationary site energy 
difference a = I ~1 - E21 is comparable to the stationary 
transfer matrix element j (see Appendix B). 

Third, the model does not take into account that the 
individual relaxation terms can depend sensitively on 
the magnitude of the mismatch frequencies that are in
volved in specific relaxation terms. At low tempera
tures, for instance, the spectral density available for 
quasielastic processes might be (almost) zero, except 
those (exothermic) population relaxation processes which 
are still finite. This is of particular relevance in rela
tion to the cross-correlation terms l/!o and l/!. of the re
laxation matrix f (Table III), and also in relation to 
Reineker's treatment of the EPR modes, 11 which is es
sentially based on the Haken-Strobl model (see Sec V B). 

These invalidities can be concluded from the expres
sions given in Appendix B. There we have expressed 
the Redfield relaxation parameters of Table III in terms 
of the fluctuations in the site space so that they can be 
compared directly to the corresponding expressions 
from the Haken-Strobl model. [cf. Eqs. (B1) and (B3)]. 

According to these results, the Haken-Strobl model 
becomes only valid provided that (simultaneously): 

(i) The temperature is large in comparison with the 
dimer energy separation w_ •• 

(ii) The site energy difference a is small in compari
son with the stationary transfer matrix element. 

(iii) The cross correlations l/!. and/or l/!o, which show 
up in the general relaxation matrix f (Table III) are 
negligible for any reasons discussed in Sec. IV B (in
Significant exchange coupling of transition and popula
tion variables). 

(iv) Cross correlations between 0 E I and 0 E 2 are 
negligible, and (OEt(t)oEI)= (OE2(t)OE2)' 

As an alternative to (ii), the model also applies if the 
site-energy spacing a = I E I - E 21 is large in comparison 
with 1 j I. This is, of course, the trivial case in which 
the sites become stationary decoupled and in which site 
and dimer representation are essentially identical. 

Only in these limiting situations is it possible formally 
to establish a one-to-one relation between the site cor
relations Yo and Yj, on the one hand, and the dephasing 
and depopulation rates r PD and r, on the other hand. 
The limit T - 00 and a - 0 yields 

(52) 

(Since rand r PD do not generally result from Gaussian 
random fluctuations, we have supplied y~ and Y~ with a 
prime here in order to distinguish them from Yo and YI 
defined in Eq. (51). We note that the exchange integral 
correlation term Y; represents a quasielastic compo
nent in this case, which, at small temperatures is ex-
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pected to vanish. This is not so with the site energy 
correlations, which correspond to (exothermic) inelastic 
processes at energy hw_ •. ] 

In the intermediate regime, 6. - I J I, even at infinite 
temperature, the dephasing and depopulation rates r PD 

and r, respectively, contain contributions from the site 
cross -correlation terms between 0 E 1, 0 E 2, and oJ, 
which have been neglected in the HS model [cf. Eqs. 
(B3) and (B4)]. Correspondingly, the site self-correla
tions y~ and y; contribute off-diagonal relaxation matrix 
elements in dimer representation, which are irrelevant 
as long as the exchange coupling between transition and 
population variables can be considered as insignificant 
[see Sec. IVB, cf. Eq. (B3)]. If this coupling mecha
nism is in fact irrelevant the orbital relaxation can be 
still characterized by only two rate constants (r and 
r PD) which, in the general case, however, cannot be 
related to y~ and y;. 

In conclusion, we would like to emphaSize that it can 
be insufficient to design relaxation models in site rep
resentation and we note that this might be of relevance 
concerning theoretical models for exciton transport in 
exciton bands, impurity bands, and/or disordered solids. 

B. Reineker's treatment of EPR spectra (Ref. 11) 

Reineker's treatment is essentially based on the HS 
model. Its only generalization refers to the stationary 
Hamiltonian, which includes (in addition to the HS, 
Hamiltonian) first the Zeeman interaction with an exter
nal magnetic field and second the site dependent molec
ular fine structure tensors, which result from the dif
ferent orientations of the translationally inequivalent 
molecules. Reineker's stationary Ham iltonian is of the 
form (cf. Sec. HC) 

2 

1CR =1Corblt + L (8' Faa 0 8)Naa + J..LBHO· 8 . (53) 
a=1 

The coupling Hamiltonian oJC and the resulting relaxa
tion terms are exactly approximated as in the HS model 
[cf. Eqs. (49) and (51)]. 

Since F 11 '" F22 for inequivalent molecules the ei
genstates of J(R are of the form given in Eq. (22) 
rather than of the (orbital-spin) factorized type, 
and it is the term ~ S· (:F 11 - F 22) • 8(N11 - N22) that 
causes the stationary coupling of orbital and spin 
degrees of freedom. Hence, the effective coupling 
potential matrix elements [Eq. (23)] are not diagonal 
with respect to the sublevel quantum numbers, nor are 
diagonal elements with different sublevel index identical 
(finite sublevel dephasing terms <1>:,.'" - <1>~~, finite sub
level transition terms <1>'::, a '" (3). 

As a consequence, the sublevels show finite lifetimes, 
the EPR transitions finite dephasing times, and the EPR 
transition modes, in particular, can be dynamically 
coupled. According to Reineker's model, the signifi
cance of all these mechanisms depends on the magnitude 
of the two orbital relaxation parameters Yo and Yt> Eq. 
(51), retained in the HS approach. This has been dem
onstrated in numerous investigations by Reineker, for 
fixed strength of the stationary spin interaction Hamil-

tonian. In a recent publicationl1 dealing with the modes 
of naphthalene dimers, the 35-dimensional eigenvalue 
problem was solved numerically. 

Despite this computational effort, the applicability of 
Reineker's model to experimental situations must be 
questioned. This is, of course, first because of the re
stricted validity of the HS approach, which was discussed 
in Sec. V A. Second, even an improved model that over
comes the objections drawn in Sec. V A would be, in our 
opinion, invalid to describe the EPR spectra at low tem
peratures. We maintain this objection particularly for 
systems in which the sublevel dephasing is in fact domi
nated by intrinsic spin-orbit relaxation mechanisms. 
Third, recent experimental studies on monomers9 indi
cate it may be the hyperfine-field fluctuations rather 
than the ISOR that cause, at least at low temperatures, 
the temporal decay of the EPR transition modes. 

In the remainder of this subsection, we shall sub
stantiate our objections as follows. 

(i) In systems like naphthalene the translationally in
equivalent dimer molecules are subject to the condition 
lEI - E 21 « IJ I. One might expect therefore that the HS 
model becomes valid for k B1'» ) E + -E_I. This is, how
ever, not necessarily so, since the temperature in the 
classical regime becomes comparable to the trap depth, 
E: T' Detrapping and/or thermal activated processes to 
higher vibronic states are likely to occur and these may 
even favor spin lattice relaxation (e. g., via exciton band 
states21 ) • 

(ii) For E: T» k BT Reineker's treatment becomes in
valid since kBT$ IE. -E-' in this regime. However, 
even if it were corrected to include the proper detailed 
balance relations it would be invalid to describe the or
bitally induced sublevel relaxation (ISOR) in terms of the 
two rate constants y~ and y;, Eq. (52). As a matter of 
fact, different frequency components of the relevant 
coupling potential correlation functions contribute to the 
relaxation rates of the orbital modes and the EPR modes, 
respectively. In cases where the intrinsic spin-orbit 
coupling is small, the orbital depopulation rate r (-, 
a - +, a), e. g., is dominated by y~:::: (o;{>!-<w~_"')O;{>.->B 
[cf. Eq. (30)]. The main contribution to the sublevel 
transition rate r( +, a - +,13), (l' '" {3 on the other hand, is 
given by admixtures of the type (o;{>!Jw::)o;{>.JB • Since 
the frequencies w~_a and w~: differ typically for one or
der of magnitude, we expect (in the low and intermediate 
temperature regime, at least) that the two spectral den
sities differ by at least two orders of magnitude. (A 
much stronger than quadratic dependence of the spec
tral density on the frequency is suggested by compara
tive studies on naphthalene dimers with different orbital 
transition frequencies. 6,1) That is, the EPR relaxation 
parameters cannot be expressed in terms of only two 
constants, y~ and y;. 

(iii) In order to demonstrate the relevance of the in
trinsic spin-orbit coupling to the EPR line shapes of 
naphthalene Reineker has varied the HS parameters that 
occur in his model, inserting values for Yo, e. g., up to 
5000 cm -1.11 This corresponds to an orbital relaxation 
time r-1 of the order of 10-15 s, which is far beyond the 
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time scales of relevance in the lattice and incompatible 
with the underlying assumption of Markovian processes. 
The rate constant r has been determined previously 
from experiment and has a value corresponding to about 
5 x 10-10 s. Moreover, recent experimental studies by 
van't Hof and Schmidt9 show that hyperfine interaction
induced spectral diffusion (and thermally activated tran
sitions between the two Davydov components), rather 
than the fine structure fluctuations, may be important in the 
EPR relaxation. Botter et al. 1 have applied a relaxation 
model developed by van't HofB in order to interpret their 
data, and this (together with the experimental results 
themselves) will be discussed next. 

C. Comparison with van't Hot's model (Ref. 8) and the 
experimental findings on naphthalene 

Van't Hof's model represents an exchange theory for 
the EPR modes and is of the type developed by Anderson 
and Kubo. 13 The basic idea is that, in addition to the 
usual dephasing mechanism, random (spin diagonal) 
scattering processes between the two Davydov compo
nents occur. This causes a shift of the effective transi
tion frequency (since the stationary EPR frequencies 
are slightly different) and an additional contribution to 
the effective linewidth. Both effects shown an Arrhe
nius-type temperature behavior since the mechanism 
requires an activation energy corresponding to the fre
quency difference of the Davydov components. The ex
pression for the temperature dependent shift and line
width contribution reads 

~wr2 + i(~w)2r 
.sZtaD't Hot ===A(T) (~W)2 + r2 , 

(54) 
A( T) === exp( - i31fw_.) • 

Equation (54) can be directly compared to our result, 
Eq. (46). In case of naphthalene, the condition r 2 

»[~w]2 and ~r« r apply; thus the difference between 
Eqs. (54) and (46) reduces to terms nonlinear in the 
Arrhenius factors 

. A r 
+l(I+A)2~ (55) 

provided that ~r« (~w)2/r. That is, only for low tem
peratures (A« 1), but not in the intermediate regime 
do these results agree. In fact, the experimental data 
on naphthalene show systematic deviations from van't 
Hof's expression which have the correct sign. A quanti
tative analysis of the experiment in terms of our re
sults is difficult, however, because of the large scatter 
and the restricted regime of the data. 

In a more recent study9 van't Hof and Schmidt have 
demonstrated that the EPR dephasing of quinoline mono
mers at low temperatures may be dominated by hyper
fine field fluctuations and that the corresponding decay 
times are of the order of 10 jJ.S. From the theoretical 
point of view, it is therefore interesting to give a quan
titative estimate on the significance of the intrinsic 
spin-orbit coupling mechanism as to the EPR line broad
ening in naphthalene dimers. Proceeding from Eq. (2~), 

TABLE IV. The fluctuating forces q, in eigenstate 
representation are expressed in terms of the ex
citon-phonon dynamic interactions jj and P (cf. 
Table III). The expressions shown here represent 
the leading terms of the canonical transformation 
[Eq. (23)] (first order with respect to the off-diag
onal elements of U). This corresponds to second
order perturbation theory with respect to :ICE. 
-JC,u.mer [Eqs. (15a) and (21)]. 

Orbital or spin-orbital 
pure dephasing 

Pure sublevel dephasing 

Sublevel transition 

Pure orbital transition 

Combined transition 

q,~."'- q,,!~ 2(V';."'- if.~)P 

q,~ ~ U':: jj + (U':!+ U':h P 

q,~_'" 2'! P 

q,~~ 2'! (U':~ + U~) P 

we have expressed the actual coupling parameters ¢ in 
terms of the fluctuating forces iJ and P (Table III), which 
occur in dimer representation, making use of the as
sumptions that Reineker's Hamiltonian applies [iJ === oJ, 
P===oi., Eqs. (51) and (53)] and that the intrinsic spin
orbit coupling is small, U;a'" 2'" 1 »U;:, Ct'"* i3 and/or 
a"* b. The result, which corresponds to second-order 
perturbation theory with respect to ORR -oRdimer [Eqs. 
(53) and (21)] is shown in Table IV. For naphthalene, 
we estimate admixture parameters U which are 
smaller than 0.05. Thus, the rate constants for 
combined transitions for instance are reduced by at least 
two orders of magnitude with respect to r (pure orbital 
transition rate). For the pure sublevel transitions, an 
additional reduction of at least two orders of magnitude 
is expected according to mismatch frequency arguments 
as pointed out in Sec. VB (see also Sec. IIIB). The cor
responding decay times are thus roughly estimated to be 
larger than 5 x 10-6 s, and this is the order of magnitude 
of the observed hyperfine field induced EPR dephasing 
times of quinoline monomers. If one assumes that the 
frequency dependence of the spectral density is stronger 
than quadratic, the ISOR can be considered as insignifi
cant with respect to the EPR broadening (provided that 
the hyperfine-field fluctuations in the naphthalene system 
yield dephasing times of the order of some microseconds 
as in quinoline). 

This is eventually consistent with the experimental 
findings on naphthalene. In Ref. 7 van't Hof and Schmidt 
have reported experimental values for the frequency 
shift ~w and the broadening parameters Imoz, Eq. (48). 
The former have been observed with ODMR techniques, 
and the latter were obtained from spin-echo measure
ments for various sublevel transitions. The authors 
interpreted the Arrhenius broadening in terms of k .. 
=== (~w)2/r [Eq. (48)], and this allowed them to determine 
r. A typical value for k .. is 3 jJ.S. Unfortunately, it is 
not clear to us whether r was determined from more 
than just one EPR transition. If the values for ~w and 
k .. from different EPR modes led to consistent values 
for the orbital relaxation rate r, this would provide a 
strong argument for the insignificant effect of the ISOR 
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mechanism on the EPR dephasing. This is so, because 
at low temperatures the term ~r. which shows up in 
Eq. (48), is of the order of the ISOR rate constants; 
hence significant differences would be expected for k .. / 
(~w)2 from different EPR transitions if Im(iz were dom
inated by ~r. In the opposite situation, however, in 
which ~r were small with respect to (~w)2/r (3 j..Ls), 
then k .. /(~W)2 = r·1 and, since ~r is due to ISOR, the 
residual spin dephasing time of .. 5 j..LS (at T .. 1 K) must 
be due to hyperfine-field fluctuations [cf. Eq. (4.4) and 
Table IV]. Then the only evidence for ISOR would be the 
quasiequilibrium between the spin sublevels, which is 
reached before the phosphorescence decay is likely to 
occur (see Appendix A, Ref. 7). In the absence of more 
data, we are unable to rule out either mechanism (ISOR 
and hyperfine fluctuations) as the source of the decay of 
the EPR transition modes; further experiments are 
needed to resolve this. 

We conclude this discussion with some final remark 
on the "coherence" properties of the dimer triplet ex
citation. According to Eq. (41), the orbital transition 
modes show an oscillatory behavior as long as the tran
sition frequency w •• is greater than the depopulation rate 
r=r(-- +). In naphthalene dimers consisting of trans
lational equivalent (inequivalent) molecules, the two site 
exciton shows "coherent" behavior since the transition 
frequencies and depopulation rates amount to 1. ° (2.5) 
cm-1 and 7x10-5 (0.01) cm-1, respectively, at liquid He 
temperatures. 

In an opposite situation r> w •• in which the orbital 
transition mode were overdamped (diffusive exciton 
transport), the EPR modes of the lower Davydov compo
nent would still show finite transition frequencies (at 
least at moderate magnetic fields) and comparatively 
smalllinewidths as long as w_.IkllT«l [cf. Eq. (45)]. 

APPENDIX A: PHOSPHORESCENCE IN PRESENCE OF 
FAST SPIN-ORBIT RELAXATION 

We present an approximate evaluation of the population 
relaxation rates of excited dimers, on the assumption 
that there are three distinct time scales, namely, those 
of orbital relaxation (r-1), spin relaxation (r;1), and 
phosphorescence decay (y;t): r»rs»yp. 

The relaxation matrix R for the coupled rate equations 
is given by 

R= (R.. R._) 
\R... R.._ (AI) 

The elements of the four block matrices are defined as 

(Ala) 
r~: = reb, (3- a, (II) . 

The elements r~: ~ r are fast orbital relaxation rates, 
r::«(11 *" (3) represents a spin relaxation rate (order r;1), 
the phosphorescence rate from the level I a, a) is given 
as y!"" and detrapping processes are neglected. 

We apply a similarity transformation according to 

s._) 
s.. ' 

s •• =s •• =s._=~, S~!=(iCl8A~!. 

A:: represents an Arrhenius factor 

A::=exp(-hw::/kllT) . 

(A2) 

(A3) 

The transformed matrix RS is approximately of block
diagonal form. R~. provides the rates of the three fast 
orbital modes, which, in zeroth order are given by 

(A4) 

The eigenvalues of R!., on the other hand, represent the 
phosphorescence decay rate yp and the two spin relaxa
tion rates. (The coupling between R~_ and R!. is of the 
order r sir). 

The matrix R!. is of the form 

(
~2r2+A3r3+(it -r3 

R!.= -A3r3 Atr t +r3+(i2 

-A2r2 -Atrt 

Here (i .. are the phosphorescence rates from the 
quasiequilibrium doublet t +, a) and t -, a): 

r Cl represent combinations of spin relaxation rates 

r t = [r!! + A:!r:! + A(r~! + r~~)]1[ 1 + A] , 

r2=[r!!+A!~r!~+A(r~~+r~!)V[l +A], 

r3=[r~~+A!!r~!+A(r=~+r=!)]1[1 +A] , 

and A denotes the low energy Arrhenius factors 

At =A!~, A2 =A!~, A3 =A~~ . 

(A6) 

(A7) 

(A8) 

A~: is approximated by A. In Eqs. (A6) and (A7) we 
have ordered the sublevels (X, Y, Z) = (1,2,3) according 
to E:!<E:;<E:!, and this yields the cyclic asymmetry of the 
coefficients r .. and A ... 

If (il=(i2=(i3=0, the matrix [Eq. (A5)] is singular, 
and the related characteristic polynomial p~3)(z) =zp~2)(z) 
can be used to calculate the rate constants of the two 
spin relaxation modes (in zeroth order with respect to 
yp/rs )' 

The third eigenvalue, zp, is obtained from the Taylor 
expansion 

p(zp) = ° ~ p(z~O) = 0) + p'(z~O) = 0) X (zp _ 0) . (A9) 

Here, we have made use of the fact that zp is close to 
zero; this is so because p(z) - po(z) = O«(il) is a contin
uous function of (il' From p(z) =z3 + az2 + bz + c and Eq. 
(A9) we obtain zp = - clb, and this yields to first order 
in yp/r.: 

zp = [(ilXl + (i2X2 + (i3X3]![Xt + X2 + X 3] (A10) 

Xl =Atr tr 2 + r 2r 3 + r tr 3 , 

X2 =A2r tr 2 +A3r 2r 3 +A3r lr 3 , 

X3=A1Azrtr2 +A 2r 2r 3 +A 2r tr 3 • 

(AlOa) 
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At very low temperatures (i. e., for 1» AbA2,A3» A_., 
we may retain only Ab A 2, and A3 (A 2 in linear order) 
to obtain 

zp 3"! 01 + A:~(02 - 01) + A~~(03 - 01) 

(All) 

APPENDIX B: RELAXATION PARAMETERS IN SITE 
REPRESENTATION: COMPARISON WITH THE 
HAKEN-STROBL RESULTS 

Making use of the Haken-Strobl (HS) assumptions (see 
Sec. V A), we find the following relaxation parameters 
(cf. Table III): 

- 2 2 r=sYo+2cYI, 

fpD=2c2Yo+4s2Yl , 

;j;(w_J = ~(O) = sc(Yo - 21'1) , 

..4=1, (Le., I'iw_.«kBT). 

(B1) 

The quantities on the left-hand side refer to the dimer 
representation, Yo and 1'1 are the site-energy and trans
fer-integral fluctuations defined in Eq. (51), and c and s 
contain the information about the stationary HS Hamil
tonian [Eq. (49)]. 

c = cose, s = sine , 

tane = -2j/{E2 -EI) , E2>El' 
(B2) 

In order to compare the HS relaxation para';ueters [Eq. 
(B1)] with those obtained from the Redfield equations, 
we give the more general relations between r, r PD' and 
iJ! (Table III) and the fluctuations in site space. 

r = h 2y,,(w_.) + sc[y.J(w_.) +1' J.(w.J] + 2c2y JJ(w_J , 

r PD = C2y •• (w = 0) - 2sc[y.J(w = 0) +y J.(w = 0)] 

+ 4s 2y JJ{w = 0) , 

ljJ(w) ="hCY •• {w) - SZYeJ(w) + C2y J.(w) - 2scY JJ(w) , 

A = exp(-l'iw_.IkBT) . 

(B3) 

The correlation function on the right-hand side is given 
by the Fourier transforms of 

Y,,{O =t([OE2(t) - OE1{0][OE2(0) - OEI(O)])B , 

Y'J{t) =t([OE2(t) - OE1(t)]OJ(0»B , 

Y J,(t) =t(OJ(t)[OEz(O) - OEI(O)])B , 

YJJ(t)=t(OJ(t)OJ(O)B' 

(B4) 

Comparison between Eq. (B1) and Eqs. (B3) and (B4) 
shows that the HS results do apply only if y(w_.) =Y(w 
=0), Y'J=YJ'=O, andhw_.«kBT. Inthiscasey .. (w) 
- 2yo and Y JJ- Yl [Eq. (51)]. 
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